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Book Description:

Following attempts made by Robert Geoffrey Edwards and his team and after a few years of trial and error, the world’s first IVF baby named “Louise Brown” in 1928 and then the second case, named “Alistair” borned. The news on this great success, despite its realization, was in doubt for many years in the world and was mentioned just as much speculation in scientific-research centers until the truth of Edwards’ invention was confirmed and documented and a number of universities pioneer in the doctrines sought to invest in this science. One of those who entered this discipline was Dr. AboTaleb Saremi. Despite much bitterness, Saremi and learned new findings of IVF science and, as the IVF founder in Iran, used this valuable contribution in order to facilitate treatment in Iran. In order to more familiarize patients with IVF treatment at the beginning of its activity in 1988, he compiled the Book “In Vitro Fertilization” for the user familiarity and published at that time. Sarem Book publication, considering the needs of patients and the public acceptance, decided to reprint this work after three years from the first publication, after revision and addition of the author’s new findings so that users become familiar with IVF treatment and procedures. Topics of this book include: Introduction, History of IVF, reproductive systems (male and female), factors affecting pregnancy, infertility and necessary evaluations on assisted reproductive technologies (ART) and the techniques used to carry out the ART (like IVF and other techniques).